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“Your student’s experience is more important than ever
before and from enrolment to completion you can
streamline their journey in Wisenet.”
About Orange International College
Orange International College was established in 2013 to provide
ELICOS to international students, and VET programs to domestic
as well as international students. It delivers VET courses at
various Australian Qualification Framework levels in addition to
English Language Intensive Course for Overseas Students.
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Administration Manager

Student success starts with
Learning Relationship Management

Wisenet is a division of Adapt IT

wisenet.co

The trusted name in education
management since 1997



Wisenet facilitates the success of RTOs
with automated workflows.
Wisenet is used as a management system for all
students, agents, and staff. Learncycle Workflows has
worked as an assistance to automate our notification
and reminders to students to minimise the time spent
working on manual tasks.



Access what you want, when you
want it.
Wisenet has improved our operations by making
reporting and student management simplified in one
system allowing us the capability to find essential
documents and data easily. It supports our staff in
periodically auditing our practices and procedures, also
making it possible for our staff to work remotely and
access organisational information from any device.



Using Wisenet has taught us a lot about
running of an RTO smoothly.
Our Wisenet experience has greatly assisted us to
manage time and keep up with multiple priorities by
having one system to maintain all information and tasks.
Workers who have dealt with deadline pressure and
lengthy to-do lists are more likely to have developed
personal strategies via the dashboard that make them
more efficient. In addition, someone who has been
expected to negotiate lots of active projects should have
a system of organization that works for them. We have
learned to filter incoming information, determine what is
important or actionable, and manage correspondence in
a timely manner via the reporting functions.



We leave the heavy-lifting to Wisenet,
so should you.
Running an RTO is complex and Wisenet simplifies
this by providing you with technology and premium
service so you can streamline your process and create
exceptional student experiences. Your student’s
experience is more important than ever before and
from enrolment to completion you can streamline their
journey in Wisenet.

Build and nurture your most
valuable relationships with
next generation education
management applications for
Private Education Providers

Contact Wisenet today for a no-obligation demonstration and quote.
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